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1. INTRODUCTION
Multicast is a key component of applications such as mul-

timedia streaming, multi-player gaming and generic publish-
subscribe and event notification services. IP multicast has
a number of technological, practical, and business obstacles
[3], and thus is not widely used. An alternative, Application-
Level Multicast (ALM), has been proposed to support sim-
ilar functionalities. A survey of existing ALM systems [5]
indicates that many ALM systems are built on P2P overlay
infrastructures and construct multicast trees among appli-
cation participants, e.g. Scribe [2] uses Pastry [6].

This article presents Membership-Aware Multicast (MAM)
and MAM with Bushiness Optimisation (MAMBO), which
reuse the communication structure of a tree-based ALM sys-
tem to track group membership, i.e. to record when peers
join or leave the group. MAM and MAMBO are imple-
mented on Scribe with Pastry and a series of experimental
results compare performance with a conventional service-
provider architecture. We show that MAM and MAMBO
quickly detect, and effectively manage, the arrival and de-
parture of peers. In addition, MAMBO delivers a number
of other advantages. The Bushiness Optimisation limits the
overhead placed on any peer, hence preserving the scalabil-
ity of the ALM system. The implementation as Scribe policy
plug-ins illustrates that MAMBO can readily be overlapped
on any tree-based ALM, and requires few changes to the
underlying technology.

2. MOTIVATION
Different P2P applications have varying requirements on

membership management, e.g. a file sharing application may
not care about the failure of a downloader, but in other ap-
plications, a simple ”let it fail” strategy may not be appro-
priate. For example, in a P2P Massively Multiplayer Online
Game (MMOG) like Mediator [4], where game participants’
computing assets are pooled, the departure of a peer respon-
sible for some computational or administrative tasks must
be managed, otherwise it may damage the integrity and con-
sistency of the system.

Similar requirements are also present in P2P incentive
mechanisms. P2P applications are by nature voluntary re-
source sharing systems, in which there is often a tension
between individual concerns and collective welfare. In this
case, an incentive mechanism tracks the activities of a user
in a P2P system, either to bill the user according to the
amount of resources that the user has consumed, or to re-
ward the user according to the time and quality of a service
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Figure 1: MAM design

that the user has offered to others.
Event dissemination and notification are common func-

tionalities that are required by substantial numbers of P2P
applications. So, it is helpful to enable an existing ALM sys-
tem to monitor and organise its members, so as to satisfy
the communication and membership management require-
ments of a P2P application at the same time. Membership-
aware multicast can be viewed as a specific kind of reliable
multicast, but unlike general reliable multicast [5], the only
concern is the arrival and departure of peers.

3. DESIGN
The key idea in MAM and MAMBO is to overlap an ALM

Multicast Tree with a Supervision Tree that monitors and or-
ganises its membership, as depicted in Figure 1. Its main
novelty is to reuse a communication infrastructure for a sec-
ondary purpose, namely membership management.

3.1 MAM Design
The conceptual design of MAM combines ALM and super-

vision trees. A supervision tree [1] is based on the idea of
Workers and Supervisors - workers do the actual work, and
supervisors monitor their behaviour. The design of MAM
proposes mapping the logical supervisor-worker relationship
to the existing information forwarder-receiver relationship
in communication.

3.2 MAMBO Design
Because MAM directly reuses a tree that is created by

an ALM system, the shape of a MAM tree may vary. In
other words, it is possible for some parents to have many
more children than other parents, which results in the former
becoming overly busy while the latter are not much used. To
address this, a Bushiness Optimisation is proposed to limit
the number of children a parent node may accept.

Figure 2 compares the shape of a MAM and a MAMBO
tree with at most 3 children. The MAMBO tree is more
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Figure 2: Contrasting MAM & MAMBO trees
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Figure 3: Scalability Comparison

balanced than the MAM tree, and hence the workload is
more fairly distributed. A tradeoff is that the MAMBO tree
may be deeper and induce greater communication latency,
e.g. the same 16-element MAMBO tree has maximum depth
4, where the MAM tree depth is 3.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
MAM, MAMBO and a conventional service-provider (SP)

architecture have been implemented using Pastry [6] and
Scribe [2]. MAM is implemented as a Maintenance Policy
plug-in, which establishes a supervision relationship between
each parent and its child nodes. Bushiness Optimisation is
implemented as a Scribe Policy plug-in, which entitles an in-
termediary node to reject adopting a new child when it does
not have enough communication bandwidth, or computation
power, to forward content to, and monitor the child. With-
out MAM and MAMBO, a service provider would monitor
the working states of all service consumers directly.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A demonstration application, P2P Online Market Place

(POMP), is developed to evaluate MAM, MAMBO and a
conventional service-provider. The incentive mechanism of
POMP bills application participants according to their on-
line time. For various reasons, a participant may fail to log
off from the application elegantly. It is a computation and
communication intensive task for a service provider to mon-
itor the presence of many participants, and MAMBO is able
to distribute such workload among participants.

Figure 3 shows that as the online population increases
from 50 to 1000, the overhead of the service provider in-
creases rapidly. However, for the roots of MAM and MAMBO
multicast trees, their workloads increase at a much slower
speed, which means that MAM and MAMBO are more scal-
able than a conventional service-provider architecture, and
MAMBO is even more scalable than MAM.

Figure 4 displays experimental results for MAM and
MAMBO(10) (i.e. nodes have a maximum of 10 children)
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Figure 4: Improved Workload Distribution

workload distribution with 1000 nodes. In MAM, only about
40 nodes were parent nodes, monitoring the working state of
the other 1960 nodes, whereas in MAMBO(10), about 300
nodes were parents. It indicates that the shape of the mul-
ticast trees built by MAM and MAMBO are quite distinct,
and MAMBO more fairly distributes the total workload.

6. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
This article proposes a new membership-aware multicast

mechanism, MAMBO, that reuses the ALM infrastructure
in a P2P application to monitor and organise its membership
by overlapping the multicast tree with a supervision tree.

Both MAM and MAMBO have been implemented as pol-
icy plug-ins for Scribe, minimising the changes to the under-
lying technology while providing membership management
for applications like POMP. Experimental results show that
MAM and MAMBO are more scalable than a conventional
architecture, and MAMBO is more scalable than MAM be-
cause of its Bushiness Optimisation.

A limitation of MAM and MAMBO is its inability to de-
tect the failure of a child if its supervising parent fails at the
same time. An aim of future work is to provide a secondary
policy plug-in that removes this limitation. Furthermore,
it is also planned to implement the Mediator multiplayer
game framework, and to extend MAMBO with features like
hierarchical handling of peer failures.
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